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Abstract—Current I/O devices communicate based on the PCIe protocol, and by default, all the traffic passes through the CPU-memory complex. However, this approach causes bottleneck in system throughput, which increases latency and power as the CPU processes device specific protocols to move data between I/O devices. This paper examines the cost of this centralized I/O approach and proposes a new method to perform direct device-to-device I/O communication. Our proof-of-concept implementation using NetFPGA shows that latency can be reduced by more than 2x, CPU utilization can be reduced by up to 18%, and CPU power can be decreased by up to 31 W.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I/O transactions are typically handled using a centralized approach where all I/O data passes through the CPU-memory complex. This approach has a cost in terms of performance as well as power consumption especially for media streaming. This is because typical I/O transactions involve device DMA access to system memory. In order to illustrate the aforementioned cost, Fig. 1 shows the conventional I/O streaming model where two I/O devices, i.e., Solid State Drive (SSD) and Network Interface Card (NIC), communicate with each other, e.g., in a VoD server environment. First, the transmitting device (i.e., SSD) buffers I/O data in the system memory using DMA write transactions, and then requests service from the CPU, usually via an interrupt. Second, the CPU copies the system memory buffer region to the NIC buffer region. Third, the CPU notifies the receiving device (i.e., NIC) to perform DMA read transactions. This DMA process is managed with descriptors, which increases overhead and thus latency. In addition, I/O transactions consume CPU resources in the form of cache lookups to maintain memory coherency among the caches and system memory as a part of the descriptor-based DMA processing, which detracts from non-I/O system loads. In terms of power, DMA operations are asynchronous to CPU power policies, and thus I/O transactions will wake the CPU out of its possible sleep states reducing the system power efficiency.

The primary advantage of a CPU-centric model for I/O
transactions is that the control of data (e.g., system security, coherency with other data, etc.) can be maintained by the software by only enabling the trusted DMA engines. Another advantage of the CPU-centric model is the flexibility software provides as protocols evolve (e.g., IDE to SATA and SCSI to SAS). However, the CPU-centric model taxes the CPU and system memory performance and power. Furthermore, as CPUs provide larger core count and greater feature integration, the cost of managing I/O transactions will increase in the form of power, CPU utilization, and latency.

This paper proposes a method called Device-to-Device (D2D) transfer protocol that allows I/O devices to communicate directly with each other using PCIe transactions without any CPU involvement. This allows the CPU to drop to a sleep state or execute non-I/O related tasks to save memory bandwidth while reducing latency and improving I/O throughput, particularly for streaming I/O workloads such as VoD servers. Moreover, as in the traditional descriptor-based DMA transfers, the control of data is maintained by having the software enable only the D2D streams that occur between trusted devices.

II. RELATED WORK

The prior work related to D2D can be found in two general application areas: High-Performance Computing (HPC) and server systems.

Among the Top500 supercomputers, 84% of them use descriptor-based DMA I/O protocols, such as Ethernet and InfiniBand [11]. Since D2D eliminates the need for DMA descriptors, it is possible to replaces these traditional interfaces with D2D-enabled devices and thus remove CPU-centric descriptor-based DMA processing in the CPUs.

Among the top 10 supercomputers, eight of them use a variety of custom system interconnects [11]. Ali et al. proposed I/O forwarding to optimize communications between compute nodes and the interconnection network by using I/O nodes [4]. I/O forwarding is used as a hardware infrastructure for Message-Passing Interface (MPI) variants (e.g., OpenMPI and MPICH2) [6] and other file-based communication methods such as Buffered Message Interface [7] and ZOIDFS [8]. It is also commonly used in system architectures such as the IBM BlueGene/P to reduce OS interference for POSIX kernel I/O system calls [9]. I/O forwarding reduces OS noise in the compute nodes of the system (e.g., context switches, cache poisoning, and interrupts) by using I/O nodes to offload the I/O transaction overhead. Much of the OS noise is due to device-driven interrupts requesting CPU services that result in context switches to I/O software routines, which reduce CPU performance. The proposed D2D also addresses the OS noise, but by removing the descriptor-based DMA transactions that help induce the OS noise.

Although detailed documentations on custom interconnects for the top supercomputers [11] are unavailable, they may well utilize the PCIe Non-Transparent Bridges (NTB) technology to communicate between PCIe-based systems [12]. NTB allows I/O transactions to be performed directly across the PCIe switch fabric. The PCIe NTB effectively allows nodes to share memory regions over the PCIe switch fabric without the traditional CPU-centric networking protocol of Ethernet or InfiniBand. This allows a given node to directly access memory of any other node using the CPU’s load and store instructions. Although NTB is similar to D2D, its intended application space is the interconnection of multiple CPUs within an HPC, not between I/O devices. Moreover, while both NTB and D2D use the PCIe protocol, NTB relies on a hierarchical protocol to allow separate PCIe root complexes (e.g., systems) to communicate over direct PCIe links. In contrast, the proposed D2D transfer protocol focuses on allowing any PCIe device to communicate with any other PCIe device. D2D uses PCIe bridges to communicate between peer devices, but does not require CPU software to perform descriptor processing for the I/O transaction. In addition, D2D is an open architecture instead of a proprietary custom architecture, meaning an arbitrary D2D device can work with any other D2D device.

For typical server systems, where I/O expandability and types of I/O transactions supported are important, there have been proprietary proposals such as the Toshiba ExaEdge [10] for streaming storage data to a network device. However, ExaEdge is not expandable since it bonds a particular SSD to a particular NIC. This bonding is managed using a processor to move data between the SSD and NIC, which limits its scalability since the sub-processor may not be able to expand beyond the current storage or network configuration. In contrast, D2D is a scalable, open protocol allowing any D2D I/O device to communicate with other D2D I/O devices (e.g., multiple SSDs communicating with multiple NICs). The ExaEdge has been available for two years [?], and it has yet to establish a significant market share compared to mainstream server systems that are expandable and scalable. This slow adoption may be an indication that methods to address I/O transaction optimization may be more widely accepted by an open standard approach such as D2D.

III. D2D TRANSFER PROTOCOL

The proposed D2D transfer mechanism relies on the existing PCIe protocol, which is ubiquitous across various segments of computer systems ranging from personal computers to supercomputers. Figs. 2 and 3 show how PCIe-based SSD and NIC devices, respectively, can be extended with the D2D capability to support the flow of traffic for video streaming (i.e., video servers), which is the application studied in our prototype (see Sec. IV).

The three major components required for D2D transfer from SSD to NIC are (1) D2D Stream Control Registers in
the SSD, (2) D2D Tx Finite State Machine (FSM) and Tx Queue in the SSD, and (3) D2D Rx FSM and Rx Queue in the NIC. In addition, the NIC requires D2D UDP/IP Offloading Engine (UOE) and UOE Control Registers for UDP-based video streaming. While our prototype only supports UOE, a TCP Offload Engine (TOE) can also be included to support TCP-based streaming.

Note that D2D Rx FSM and Rx Queue for SSD and D2D Tx FSM and Tx Queue for NIC are not required for a D2D stream from SSD to NIC. Other D2D-based devices can also be designed using the D2D transfer protocol as defined in this section. In addition to making I/O devices D2D capable, some changes are needed in the device driver software to enable D2D streaming. Finally, D2D-enabled devices are fully backward compatible, and thus the legacy functions will continue to operate with no changes to software or other hardware.

The following three subsections discuss these components in the context of a D2D stream from SSD to NIC. Afterwards, Sec. III-D discusses how the NIC and SSD can be configured to support the reverse stream, i.e., NIC to SSD.

A. Configuration of D2D Stream Control Registers and Tx/Rx Queues

Before D2D communication can occur, D2D Stream Control Registers for both the sender and receiver devices need to be properly configured. In addition to the standard NIC control registers, Table I defines all the D2D Stream Control Registers. These registers together with the standard PCIe control registers (not shown) facilitate both D2D and legacy I/O transactions.

Tx and Rx Addresses represent the transmitter and receiver addresses, respectively. The device driver writes Rx Address of the D2D receiver device into the Tx Address register of the D2D transmitter device. This address is defined by the BIOS on system bootup. As described by the PCIe specification [1], the device after reset specifies the memory region size required for each device to function. The BIOS then maps this device address range into the overall system address space. The location of the Tx Address register is simply an offset into the PCIe BAR address space, and it varies depending the system configuration and operating system boot sequence. D2D uses Tx and Rx Queues that are instantiated as flat memories in the I/O device. As such, Tx and Rx Addresses do not change once a D2D session has been initialized.

Occasionally, the stream may need to be reset, stopped, or reinitialized. The lower 3 bits of the 64-bit address field are used for this purpose. When the 0th bit of Tx Address is set to one, the D2D device resets the D2D stream. When the 1st bit of Tx Address is set to one, the Tx and Rx Queues will be emptied. The 2nd bit is reserved for pausing the stream.

The Data Rate for a stream can be defined in terms of bytes per second. Moreover, its Granularity can be defined in terms of time-slot per stream chunk. For example, a 20 Mbps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D2D Stream Control Register Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registers (64b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2D Data Rate (B/s) &amp; Granularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx and Rx Base Credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2D Transmit Byte Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Credit Update Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I
D2D Stream Control Register Definitions.
stream with 4 KB chunks has a time interval of 1.64 ms, thus SSD would write 4 KB of VoD data to NIC every 1.64 ms. As the chunk size decreases, the time interval decreases and the D2D write frequency increases. This mechanism is discussed further in the PCIe specification [1].

Tx and Rx Base Credits define the flow control of a stream. Upon reset, Rx Base Credit is initialized based on the size of D2D Rx Queue of the receiver device (i.e., D2D-enabled NIC). These credits are read and programmed by the device driver to prevent buffer overflow/underflow. For example, D2D-enabled NIC may initialize its Rx Base Credit at a quantity of 32 credits, where each credit is equivalent to 4 KB of data. The D2D-enabled SSD device would then have its Tx Base Credit set to 32, which corresponds to D2D Tx Queue size of 128 KB. Afterwards, each 4 KB of data sent by SSD to NIC reduces the credit counter by one. When the credit counter reaches zero, D2D transfer stalls until Tx Base Credit in D2D-enabled SSD is updated with a positive value.

There are two approaches to updating Tx Base Credit in a D2D-enabled SSD. The simplest and most flexible method is to interrupt the CPU and rely on the D2D driver software to appropriately update Tx Base Credit. The other method is to have D2D-enabled NIC directly update Tx Base Credit as space becomes available in D2D Rx Queue. This is achieved by having D2D Rx FSM perform a PCIe write to the address defined in the Tx Credit Update Address register with an appropriate credit value. The frequency of Tx Base Credit updates depends on various factors, such as the type of data being passed between D2D-enabled devices and the D2D Rx Queue size. While this approach adds no CPU load throughout the stream, there may be significant number of PCIe transactions for credit exchange if the D2D Rx Queue is small. As a result, the D2D Rx Queue should be at least several kilobytes in size. The exact Rx Queue size is determined by a tradeoff among the D2D Rx Queue silicon footprint, power, and available PCIe bandwidth.

Finally, D2D Transmit Byte Count defines the total number of bytes to be transferred. This is needed by D2D Tx FSM to determine when the D2D stream is finished.

Note that the D2D Stream Control Registers described above are for a single streaming session. The set of control registers will need to be replicated to support multiple concurrent streaming sessions. The amount of register space supported is defined by the BAR register mapping and depends on the space available on the FPGA and the external memory. In our implementation, each streaming session requires only 48 bytes of register space.

The memory-mapped D2D Rx Queue is referenced by a single address. D2D-enabled sender devices (and the CPU) write to this address to queue D2D transactions. In the case of D2D-enabled NIC, the D2D Rx FSM is triggered when there is enough data in D2D Rx Queue for an Ethernet packet (typically 1500 bytes). Then, the D2D Rx FSM stores the data in a temporary frame buffer, which is used by UOE to perform frame related calculations such as checksum.

D2D Tx Queue is basically a buffer for data to be transmitted by the D2D Tx FSM. In the case of a D2D-enabled SSD, D2D Tx Queue will hold the sequence of blocks that the D2D-enabled SSD device will send to a D2D-enabled NIC. The D2D Tx FSM specified in Sec. III-B parses the job requests from D2D Tx Queue and then fetches data from the SSD. Since a D2D stream provides chunks of data in SSD block sizes, the SSD’s D2D Tx FSM writes data directly from the SSD controller to the PCIe interface based on the address of a D2D-enabled NIC (i.e., NIC’s) Rx Address.

B. D2D Tx FSM

The D2D-enabled sender device (i.e., SSD) needs to support D2D Tx Queue, and D2D Tx FSM. Note that D2D Tx FSM will be slightly different for different types of D2D-enabled sender devices. Our discussion is based on D2D-enabled SSD.

The D2D Tx FSM is shown in Fig. 4. In the Init state, the driver reads the Rx Address register from the NIC and writes it to the Tx Address register of the SSD. Since SSD is addressed in block format, the necessary support for translation or memory-mapped access will be needed. The list of the data blocks also needs to be converted into a task list so that D2D Tx FSM can fetch data from the SSD for transmission.

The number of bytes to be sent is written to the D2D Transmit Byte Count register in the SSD. Based on the VoD streaming requirements, such as latency sensitivity and D2D Rx Queue size, the Data Rate and Granularity parameters are calculated and programmed into the Stream Control Registers of the SSD. The initialization of Tx and Rx Base Credits is also done by setting the registers to zeros. Afterwards, the D2D stream is started by writing a positive value to the Tx Base Credit register and setting the 0th bit of the Tx Address register.

After the initialization, D2D Tx FSM transitions to the Parse state where the data to be transmitted during the
streaming session is defined. Since the SSD block addresses from the VoD streaming application are non-contiguous, a method is needed to reference the SSD data for transmission. This is accomplished by storing the SSD block addresses in the D2D Tx Queue. Since logical to physical address translation is needed, the Parse state maps the operating system block addresses to the SSD physical sector addresses. The Parse state is performed at the beginning of the D2D stream to avoid any CPU involvement during the stream session.

The specific architecture of the SSD or other storage devices will define the exact lower level SSD read operations. Generally, the Send state will fetch a block of SSD data based on the address at the head of D2D Tx Queue and forward it to the PCIe interface. For example, if the SSD block size is 4 KB, the Send state would read the address of the 4 KB block from the head of D2D Tx Queue and generate the PCIe memory write transactions for the address defined in the Tx Address register. The size of each PCIe memory write operation is determined by the system architecture, which is usually either 128 or 256 bytes per PCIe frame. Moreover, these write bursts will be based on the value defined in the D2D Granularity field. For example, with a default chunk size of 4 KB and PCIe frame MTU of 256 bytes, there will be bursts of 16 PCIe memory writes with the frequency defined by D2D Data Rate.

After a chunk is sent, D2D Tx FSM transitions into the Wait state until the next chunk needs to be sent. After waiting some predefined time of Granularity in μs, D2D Tx FSM transitions to the Check state, where the total number of bytes written to the NIC is compared with the value set in the D2D Transmit Byte Count register. If they are equal, D2D Tx FSM stops transmitting and transitions to the Idle state; otherwise, a transition is made to the Send state to send another chunk. The Granularity parameter modulates the higher PCIe bandwidth to the bandwidth delivered by the stream session.

At any point in D2D Tx FSM, events such as pause or replay will trigger the state machine to revert to the Init state. When this occurs, the application may re-program the D2D Stream Control Registers to start a new D2D transaction.

C. D2D Rx FSM and UOE

The D2D-enabled receiver device (i.e., NIC) needs to support D2D Rx Queue, D2D Rx FSM, and UOE. Again, the design of D2D Rx FSM will depend on the type of D2D-enabled receiver devices. Our discussion is based on D2D-enabled NIC with UOE. Moreover, UOE is an integral part of the D2D Rx FSM, thus their operations will be explained together.

D2D Rx FSM is shown in Fig. 5. In the Init state, the driver initializes D2D UOE Control Registers so that the UDP header information can be properly attached as data is packetized for network transmission. These fields are defined in Table II. The MAC Source address is the MAC address of the transmitter device (i.e., SSD). The MAC Destination address is the MAC address of the receiver device (i.e., NIC), which is made available using the TCP session that initiated the streaming session. Similarly, the Source IP address is the IP address of the transmitter device and the Destination IP address is the IP address of the receiver device. The UDP Destination Port is an agreed-upon port based on the TCP session that initializes the streaming session. The other fields are self-explanatory and static throughout the streaming session. The exceptions are Ethernet length, Ethernet CRC, IP length, IP checksum, UDP length, UDP checksum, RTP timestamp, and RTP sequence number. Each of these fields are calculated on a per-packet basis and written by the D2D Rx FSM.

Once these registers are configured, D2D Rx FSM enters the Fetch state where D2D Rx Queue is monitored for received data. When there is sufficient amount of data in D2D Rx Queue to a transmit packet (typically 1500 bytes), D2D Rx FSM transitions into the Calc state where packet-specific details are assigned to the packet header, such as MAC and IP addresses. The Calc state is part of the UOE logic that calculates the Ethernet length, Ethernet CRC, IP length, IP checksum, UDP length, UDP checksum, RTP timestamp, and RTP sequence number. The explanation of the UOE operation will be explained shortly. After the packet has been fully formed, it is queued in the legacy Transmit Packet Queue for network transmission. Afterwards, D2D Rx FSM transitions to the Check state, where the packet is dequeued and sent to the MAC layer for final framing. The Rx FSM will wait in the Fetch state for data until the stream is reset.

The D2D-enabled NIC also has a module to differentiate D2D packets from legacy packets. During the Send state operations, the Packet-Based Priority Control module arbitrates between D2D and legacy packets with priority given to the latter. This is because there is stream control information that are carried over legacy packets that have higher priority.

Figure 5. D2D Rx FSM.
than D2D packets.

Finally, the NIC UOE engine takes data from the head of the Rx Queue and applies proper framing protocol to generate an Ethernet packet based on the UOE control registers defined in Table II. This packet is then sent to the NIC PHY for transmission.

### D. D2D Stream: NIC to SSD

The previous subsections discussed the D2D streaming of data from an SSD to NIC. This subsection discusses the reverse stream from NIC to SSD to illustrate the flexibility of the D2D transfer mechanism for other applications. A typical example could be network storage services, where the D2D-enabled NIC would utilize its D2D Tx FSM and Tx Queue (D2D Rx FSM and Rx Queue would be optional). In addition, the UOE and Parse Control module are needed filter and process the received packets and enqueue them in the D2D Tx Queue. On the other hand, the SSD would require the D2D Rx FSM and Rx Queue (D2D Tx FSM and Tx Queue would be optional).

For a D2D-enabled NIC, UOE appropriately parses the headers of incoming network packets and enqueues them in D2D Tx Queue based on the packet header information. This means that the incoming network packets need to be filtered before any D2D or legacy DMA transactions can occur. This is accomplished by the Parse Control module that distinguishes between received legacy network and D2D packets based on the D2D UOE Control Registers in Table II. If an incoming packet is determined to be a valid D2D stream packet, the legacy DMA is bypassed and the packet is written into D2D Tx Queue. For a D2D-enabled NIC, the D2D stream rate is determined by the rate at which the network traffic is received. Therefore, D2D Tx FSM can immediately send the received network packets to other D2D-enabled devices.

A special consideration is needed for IP layer packet fragmentation. If IP fragmentation is used and the IP fragments are not reassembled properly by the receiving system, video streaming applications such as VLC cannot properly display the video stream. As a result, UOE on the D2D-enabled NIC has to parse the incoming packets for proper reassembly of the fragmented packets.

### IV. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT EVALUATION

This section discusses the implementation and evaluation of the proposed D2D transfer protocol discussed in Sec. III.

#### A. NetFPGA Implementation

The D2D transfer protocol was implemented using a NetFPGA board [14], which has Xilinx Virtex-5 TX240T FPGA, 4×10GbE, and memories. A block diagram of a D2D-enabled NIC design using NetFPGA is shown in Fig. 6. The AMB AXI-Stream Interface is used to interface and route the four 10GbE MACs with a single DMA engine. The DMA engine controls all the PCIe traffic to and from the host system. The driver software interfaces to the nf0, nf1, nf2, nf3 ports to allow for processing of the higher layers of the networking protocol. A basic direct PCIe register interface, which does not use DMA to transfer data, is also available in the NetFPGA architecture to access the D2D configuration registers defined in Tables I and II using the common ioctl interface. AXI Lite is the interface for the microcontroller.
and other internal components on the FPGA, and is used to initialize the MAC configuration.

Each 10GbE MAC has an outgoing master AXI-Stream interface and an incoming slave AXI-Stream interface. The AXI-stream interface is 64-bit wide and operates at 160 MHz allowing for full 10GbE throughput. The UOE must therefore process both transmit and receive network packets at 160 MHz. Since the Xilinx PCIe interface used by the DMA engine is 64 bits, both the master AXI-Stream interface and the D2D Rx Queue entries are 64 bits.

The NetFPGA PCIe interface was modified to support the D2D transfer protocol by adding the D2D Tx and Rx interface and the D2D Rx Queue entries are 64 bits.

B. Evaluation of Methodology

The evaluation of the D2D transfer protocol was performed using two NetFPGA cards connected to a host system as shown in Fig. 7. The System Output Display (SOD) representing a client requests a VoD stream from the System Under Test (SUT), which represents a VoD server. This result in video stream being sent from Stimulus System (SS) via the SUT to the SOD. In this setup, the SS together with the in-bound D2D-enabled NIC emulate an SSD. The SS will have a preloaded video file for streaming over to the SUT for D2D performance measurements.

The host system contains an Intel 2500K quad-core CPU running at 3.1 GHz. The streamed video has a resolution of 720\times480 @29 fps with an average bit rate of 7.820 kbps. The audio stream is also part of the video stream requiring 320 kbps of bandwidth. The VLC application is running in server mode on the SS and uses MPEG-2 packets [15], which is the only UDP streaming configuration currently supported by VLC.

The SOD initiates a VoD stream by requesting service from the CPU in the SUT on a specific UDP port using a TCP connection. In our prototype, this is executed as an ssh Linux operating system command. The CPU in the SUT responds by requesting the UDP video stream from the SS using a TCP connection. The SS then responds by running a VLC application to start an MPEG-2 video stream on the specified UDP address of the SUT. We have successfully performed video streaming on the testbed shown in Fig. 7, and an example run can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgGCPHDMbK0.

The SUT receives UDP Ethernet frames from the SS on the in-bound D2D-enabled NIC and strips the transport, Internet, and link layer header information. This is done by the UOE based on the D2D Tx FSM (see Sec. III-B) and the D2D Stream Control Register parameters (see Sec. III-A). After extracting the MPEG TS segments, the D2D emulated SSD performs PCIe memory writes to move the TS data to the memory address space of the out-bound D2D-enabled NIC as specified by the Tx Address (see Table I). The out-bound D2D-enabled NIC executes the D2D Rx FSM and stores the received PCIe data into the D2D Rx queue. When there is a sufficient amount of data for a network packet, the D2D-enabled NIC Rx FSM forms a TS-aligned Ethernet frame. This frame has header information defined by the UOE of the D2D-enabled NIC, which is based on the D2D UOE configuration parameters (see Table II). After the UOE task is complete, the entire frame is transmitted to the SOD. Finally, the SOD receives the Ethernet packet stream and displays it using a VLC client application.

In our prototype, the D2D stream configuration parameters are hard coded, but ultimately these parameters would be programmed into D2D-enabled devices in the SUT using device driver calls.

C. Performance Evaluation and Results

1) Latency: In order to compare the latency of D2D transactions with conventional descriptor-based DMA transactions, the measurements obtained from our prototype is compared with the results obtained by Larsen et al. [2]. This study showed that on two recent servers, each with a 10GbE NIC connected back-to-back using the well known netpipe latency test, the descriptor-based DMA latency required for a 64-byte packet to be received, processed by the CPU, and transmitted is 11,906 ns. A large part of this delay can be removed with D2D since the emulated SSD in our prototype performs PCIe memory write transactions directly to the 10GbE NIC.

In order to analyze the latency of the D2D prototype, the delay between when the in-bound NIC (i.e., the emulated SSD) receives a 1500 byte VoD packet from the SS and when it is processed by the out-bound D2D NIC was measured. Fig. 8 shows the various latency components based on the measurements obtained using Xilinx Chipscope.
The NetFPGA AXI Stream Interface is 8 bytes wide and operates at 160 MHz, so a 1500-byte packet with a 20-byte Ethernet header requires 1,188 ns to move between the 10GbE PHY and the PCIe DMA engine. Once the packet is in the DMA engine, it is in the FPGA internal memory and it can be determined if it is a D2D packet for D2D transfer or a legacy packet for CPU-centric descriptor-based DMA processing. The PCIe interface operates at 125 MHz with the maximum PCIe packet frame size of 256 bytes. Our Chipscope measurements show that each 256-byte PCIe frame write operation, including the PCIe protocol header information, requires 392 ns. Note that the last PCIe write is a fragment, and thus it only takes 352 ns. After the Ethernet and UDP/IP protocol information is removed, the 1500-byte packet requires six PCIe frames for a total PCIe latency of 2,352 ns. Therefore, the total latency to transfer across both PCIe devices in our prototype is 4,959 ns. Comparing this latency to the 11,906 ns latency discussed in [2], which is for a smaller 64-byte packet, D2D provides more than 2x latency improvement. Note that using D2D for a smaller 64-byte packet requires only one PCIe write operation, which reduces latency by up to 9x. Also note that the PCIe protocol implementation on the FPGA is likely not as optimized as an ASIC implementation, which would have better latency characteristics.

2) Throughput: The iperf bandwidth test tool [16] was used to stream UDP packets from the SS to the SOD using D2D on the SUT. VoD streaming was not used because the inter-packet delay of the video streams cannot be controlled under VLC. As a result, some clusters of video packets with small inter-packet delays may exceed the throughput limitation of our prototype (see the discussion in Sec. V) causing video packets to be dropped.

The resulting measurements are shown in Fig. 9, where the red bars shows the data throughput received by the SOD and the blue curve shows the data throughput sent by the SS. As can be seen, the two results match until the throughput reaches 922 Mbps. UDP data rates higher than 922 Mbps resulted in dropped packets, which is due to the throughput limitation of the NetFPGA board used for our implementation (see Sec. V). Repeating the tests with the SUT in a router configuration using standard off-the-shelf Intel 82599 10GbE NICs shows that the received throughput for the SOD matches with the transmitted throughput of SS until 9.8 Gbps, which is the maximum throughput that includes the Ethernet protocol overhead. Although the throughput results for D2D were low due to the limitation of the NetFPGA board, it is important to emphasize that there were no CPU cycles used during this test.

3) Power: To measure CPU power, an ammeter was placed across the 12 V power rail that powers the CPU and the voltage regulator. The CPU voltage regulator itself consumes power to convert the 12 V power rail to about 1.1 V for the CPU power pins. Thus, the CPU voltage regulator power increases as the CPU power increases. To compare D2D power dissipation against a reference, the SUT was converted to act as a Linux-based IP router between the two IP subnets containing the SS and the SOD. In other words, the emulated SSD was essentially converted to an NIC receiving VoD streams and the SUT is used to route the video stream to the SOD. In this router configuration, the CPU will consume power as it processes the TCP/IP protocol and data is passed from the in-bound NIC to the out-bound NIC using descriptor-based DMA transfers.

Fig. 10 shows the CPU and CPU regulator power dissipation as a function of number of streams, where each point is an average of 10 measurements. The SS transmits multiple 7.82 Mbps video stream files to the SUT using iperf. Note that the maximum of 120 video streams corresponds to the maximum throughput in our test environment. The average CPU power dissipation for D2D is only 4.32 W since there is no network traffic is being processed by the CPU. In contrast, the average CPU power for the SUT router configurations is 32 W. The SUT router configurations was also tested up to 9.8 Gbps, and it showed a similar trend of
around 32 W for CPU power. Although D2D was not able to handle more than 120 video streams, its power would expect to continue the sub-5W trend.

These results show that there is almost no CPU power increase from the idle state since most of the time the cores, caches and even the entire CPU are in sleep states during D2D streaming. The amount of time a task sleeps is usually represented as a ratio of time when the given CPU core is active and when it is in one of the possible sleep states. A high ratio indicates that the CPU is sleeping most of the time, and thus it correlates with lower power. D2D allows for a high ratio of sleep states to be maintained, since there is no CPU activity required during the VoD session. As soon as system memory DMA operations and interrupts are required for network routing, the percentage of the time the CPU can be put into sleep is reduced resulting in higher CPU power dissipation.

The SUT router configuration results in Fig. 10 also show that the CPU power dissipation is relatively independent of video stream count over 10 streams because the CPU is held in an active state, i.e., a very low sleep ratio. This is because the parts of the CPU that are monitored by PCU are not idle for sufficient periods of time to be put to sleep resulting in a relatively constant CPU power dissipation for more than 10 video streams.

The SUT D2D results show that D2D scales very well as the number of video streams increases since the only CPU interaction is the session control (i.e., setting up the D2D streams and side-band control such as stopping or forwarding a video stream). The SUT router also scales well, but as the stream count increases at some point need more CPUs will be needed.

Although D2D could support thousands of streaming sessions with a single CPU, the actual number of sessions that can be supported will depend on how frequently sessions are started and stopped. For instance, D2D can service long video streams more effectively than short video streams. This is because the CPU-centric descriptor-based model needs to perform both the stream management as well as move the stream data, while D2D only requires the stream management allowing the CPU context switch to other tasks or to save power.

4) Utilization: Fig. 11 shows the CPU Utilization as a function of number streams, which was analyzed using the Linux process monitoring program `top` [17]. Again, these results are based on the average of 10 measurements. As expected, the CPU utilization for D2D is close to 0%. For the SUT router configuration, there is correlation between CPU utilization and network throughput (for 1 and 80 video streams), since the amount of descriptor processing required increases as traffic increases. With network traffic higher than 70 video streams, CPU utilization becomes relatively constant possibly due to NIC default acceleration functions (e.g., LRO, TSO, NAPI, etc.). These results show that up to 18% utilization of the 4-core CPU is saved using D2D.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Our proof-of-concept implementation of the D2D transfer protocol had some limitations. The biggest issue is the PCIe throughput limitation of the NetFPGA board. Although there have been reports of up to 1.5 Gbps throughput from the NetFPGA board [14], the maximum verifiable throughput of the D2D prototype with two NetFPGA cards was only 922 Mbps. Most of the prior studies using NetFPGA have been on network routing related research. These kinds of studies do not require high throughput on the PCIe interface since the routing among the four 10GbE Ethernet ports is performed on the NetFPGA. As a result, the throughput measured on our D2D prototype is not an issue for most NetFPGA users. Although no root cause has been reported by the NetFPGA community for the low PCIe throughput and no solutions have been proposed to solve this problem [14], we feel the issue is due to a variety of factors including:

- The Xilinx Virtex 5 silicon is 8 years old, and there may be some inherent limitations on its hard IP implementation of the PCIe interface. Our Xilinx Chipscope debug
traces shows that there is a clock timing issue (i.e., a setup-hold violation within the FPGA logic) at data rates higher than 922 Mbps, where one or two bytes are sometimes corrupted on the 64-bit data interface of the hard IP implementation of the PCIe protocol. We do not suspect that there is a problem with the D2D logic implementation since this issue is not seen on the entire 64-bit data interface and does not occur for lower data rates.

- The Xilinx PCIe endpoint logic supports only a single outstanding PCIe transaction. Other PCIe devices, such as Intel 10GbE, support 24 outstanding PCIe transactions allowing for pipelining of multiple DMA tasks.
- The NetFPGA DMA logic supports only a single network queue, while other NICs, such as Intel 10GbE, support 64 or more queues allowing multiple IP sessions to occur concurrently.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The open and scalable D2D transfer protocol offers significant benefits compared to the CPU-centric descriptor-based DMA operations used in current server and HPC environments. Our results show three primary areas of I/O transaction performance improvement. First, the latency between I/O devices in a server is reduced by at least 2x. Second, CPU power is reduced by up to 31 W. Third, up to 18% of a 4-core CPU cycles are made available for servicing other tasks. The D2D transfer protocol is based on the standard PCIe specification, and thus, it is scalable to many devices and application models, such as HPC, servers, and mobile devices.

Our future plan is to expand D2D to support different devices and more complex networking scenarios.
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